Rats acquired a preference for an aqueous odor (almond) presented in simultaneous compound with sucrose. Separate presentations of saccharin reduced this preference in rats with ad-lib access to food during training or at test, but not in rats that were hungry during both training and test. In contrast, separate presentations of sucrose reduced the preference for the almond irrespective of deprivation state during training and test. We interpret the results to mean that a hungry rat forms odor-taste and odor-calorie associations, and its motivational state on test determines which of these associations controls the preference. In contrast, a rat that is not hungry during training only forms an odor-taste association, and its performance on test is independent of its level of hunger.
When an animal consumes a novel substance, it learns about the simultaneous relations among the flavor components (odors and tastes) of the substance and about the association between those components and their postingesfive consequences (nutritional gain or illness). Both types of association contribute to acquired preferences for foods (Capaldi, 1996; Sclafani, 1997) . For example, if rats are exposed to a solution composed of an aqueous odor in simultaneous compound with saccharin, they will subsequently show a clear preference for a solution containing the odor alone (Fanselow & Birk, 1982; Holman, 1975) . Because saccharin has no nutritional value, one can infer that the association between the odor and the sweet taste was solely responsible for the conditioned odor preference. The clearest evidence that learned preferences can be mediated by an association with calories comes from demonstrations that rats acquire preferences for odors or tastes that have been paired with intragastric infusions of sugar or starch Sclafani & Nissenbaum, 1988) or with injections of glucose directly into the portal vein (Tordoff & Friedman, 1986) .
One very popular and robust paradigm for investigating conditioned flavor preferences involves exposing rats to a simultaneous compound composed of an aqueous odor and sucrose (e.g., Capaldi & Myers, 1982; Capaidi, Myers, Campbell, & Sbeffer, 1983; Mehiel & Bolles, 1984 , 1988a , 1988b . Sucrose has both an attractive (sweet) taste and contains calories, and thus the acquired odor preferences Justin A. Harris, Marika C. Gorissen, Glynis K. Bailey, and R. Frederick Westbrook, School of Psychology, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to R. Frederick Westbrook, School of Psychology, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia 2052. Electronic mail may be sent to f.westbrook @unsw.edu.au. may be mediated by an association between the odor conditioned stimulus (CS) and the sweet-taste unconditioned stimulus (US) or by an association between the odor CS and the calories US. However, it is not clear whether rats do acquire both odor-taste and odor-calorie associations when presented with an odor-sucrose compound, or whether both associations contribute to expression of the odor preference. Several studies have provided evidence that the formation and expression of odor-taste versus odor-calorie associations are regulated by the rats' levels of hunger. For instance, Fedorchak and Bolles (1987) exposed hungry rats to a simultaneous compound composed of either an odor and sucrose or an odor and saccharin. They found that the rats' preferences for the odor associate of sucrose was greater if the rats were tested hungry than if they were tested with ad-lib access to food, but there was no such differential effect of hunger at test on the rats' preferences for the odor associate of saccharin. Capaldi, Owens, and Palmer (1994) extended these findings by showing that preferences for an odor associate of sucrose, but not for an odor associate of saccharin, was greater if the rats were food deprived during training than if trained with ad-lib access to food. Thus, making rats hungry during training and test reveals a dissociation between the preference conditioned with sucrose versus that conditioned with saccharin. This suggests that rats exposed to an odor-sucrose compound form an association between the odor and calories and that this association contributes to their odor preference. Further, these findings indicate that hunger regulates both the formation and expression of the odor-calorie association, presumably by enhancing the value of calories.
These demonstrations provide strong evidence that the preference shown by hungry rats for an odor associate of sucrose involves an association between that odor and calories. However, they do not indicate whether the association between the odor and the taste of sucrose contributes to the odor preference among hungry rats, nor do they indicate whether the association between the odor and calories contributes to the conditioned preference shown by sated rats. Indeed, even the evidence that calories contribute to the preference among hungry rats does not establish that the preference is supported by a direct association between the odor and calories. As reviewed above, rats clearly can learn direct odor-calorie associations when given calories via intragastric infusion. However, they may not learn this association when calories are provided by sucrose because the taste of sucrose may overshadow the odor from becoming directly associated with calories. In this case, the odor may be linked to calories through a second-order association: The odor is associated with the sweet taste, which is directly associated with calories. Thus, an odor associated with sucrose would differ from an odor associated with saccharin not by what it signals, but by what its associated taste signals.
In sum, there is evidence that both a sweet taste and calories are each sufficient to condition an odor preference. The purpose of the present experiments was to investigate the relative contributions of odor-taste versus odor-calorie associations to rats' preferences for an odor associate of sucrose. The first objective was to identify concentrations of sucrose and saccharin that would condition equivalent odor preferences (Experiment 1). The second objective was to demonstrate that the preference rats acquire for an odor associated with sucrose or saccharin is contingent on the rats consuming that odor in compound with sucrose or saccharin (Experiment 2). The remaining experiments investigated the contribution of odor-taste versus odor-calorie associations to the preference for an odor associate of sucrose among rats tested hungry or sated for food. This was done by examining the interference effect caused by presenting the US alone either between or before presentations of the CS-US compound (Randich & LoLordo, 1979; Wagner, 1969) . Experiment 3 compared the effect of presenting sucrose versus saccharin interpolated between exposures to the odorsucrose compound, whereas Experiment 4 compared the effect of preexposing rats to sucrose versus saccharin before training with an odor-sucrose compound. Experiment 5 investigated whether preexposure to sucrose or saccharin only affects rats' preferences for an odor associated with sucrose, or whether those preexposures also affect rats' reactions to an odor not associated with sucrose. The rationale behind these experiments was that presentations of sucrose, before or between exposure to the odor-sucrose compound, should reduce the conditioned odor preference by reducing the signal value of the odor as an associate of sucrose. Further, we hypothesized that presentations of saccharin should do likewise if the conditioned preference is based on an association between the odor CS and the sweet-taste US. However, to the extent that the preference is based on an association between the odor CS and calories US, exposure to saccharin should not interfere with the conditioned preference. Finally, to assess the role of hunger in regulating the learning of odor-calorie associations, Experiments 6 and 7 investigated the effect of sucrose versus saccharin preexposure among rats trained with ad-lib access to water but either food-deprived or with ad-lib food.
Experiments 1 and 2
These experiments aimed to confirm that exposure to a simultaneous compound composed of an aqueous odor (almond) and a sweet taste (sucrose or saccharin) results in a preference for that odor (e.g., Capaldi & Myers, 1982; Mehiel & Bolles, 1984) . Experiment 1 also aimed to identify concentrations of sucrose and saccharin that yield equivalent preference for the odor associate. Thus, in this experiment, different groups of rats were trained with a solution containing either almond alone or almond in compound with a sweet taste. The taste was either 4%, 8%, or 16% sucrose, or 0.2%, 0.4%, or 0.8% saccharin. Experiment 2 was designed to demonstrate that the acquired preference is specifically due to the association between the odor and sucrose or saccharin, and it does not occur if rats consume the odor and separately consume sucrose or saccharin. Thus, in this experiment, the following seven groups of rats were tested for their preference for almond: (a) Two groups had been trained previously with an almond-sucrose or almondsaccharin compound alternating with exposures to a salt solution; (b) two groups had been trained with an almondsalt compound alternating with sucrose or saccharin solutions; (c) two groups had been trained with an almond-alone solution alternating with a sucrose-salt or saccharin-salt compound; and (d) the last group had been trained with almond alone alternating with water. Thus, all groups have an equivalent history of exposure to almond: The first six groups have equivalent histories of exposure to salt and sucrose or saccharin, and the first four groups have all experienced almond in compound with a taste. However, only the first two groups have consumed almond in compound with sucrose or saccharin, and therefore we expect that only these groups will show a preference for almond on test. These and all subsequent experiments used betweensubjects designs, where odor preference was determined by comparing the rats' intake of the odor with intake of plain water in a two-bottle choice test.
Me~od Subjects
Experimentally naive male Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus; 360--470 g) were obtained from the colony of specific pathogen free rats maintained by the University of New South Wales. Rats were housed in groups of eight in plastic boxes (67-cm depth x 40-cm width x 22-cm height) kept in an air-conditioned colony room maintained on a natural light-dark cycle. Pelleted food and water could be made available in the wire lids. There were 32 rats in Experiment 1 and 56 rats in Experiment 2.
Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of eight individual boxes (30-cm depth X 35-cm width X 20-cm height) constructed of wood, painted white, with a smooth metal floor and a clear plastic door on the front. Two inverted calibrated cylinders spaced 6 cm apart were mounted to the outside of each box. The stainless steel, ball bearing tipped spouts of the cylinders protruded 2 cm into the box at a height of 2 cm above the floor.
Procedure
Rats were weighed and handled each day across 3 days and were then placed on a fluid deprivation schedule, during which they were allowed 20-min water access each day at 6 p.m. Pelleted food was continuously available in the home boxes throughout the experiment. Rats were trained across 2 consecutive days. On both days, the rats were transported to the laboratory twice, once at 10 a.m. and again at 4 p.m. On each occasion, they were placed into the wooden boxes for 10 min where they had access to a solution from both drinking cylinders. After 5 min, the position of each cylinder was reversed. Between sessions, rats were returned to the colony room.
Experiment 1. All rats were given water from both cylinders during the morning drinking session on Day 1 and the evening session on Day 2. The groups differed in what solution they received on the other two sessions. For rats in the control group (n = 8), both cylinders contained a solution of 1% vol/vol almond (Aeroplane, Sydney); for rats in the six experimental groups (n = 4), both cylinders contained either almond in compound with 4%, 8%, or 16% wt/vol sucrose (Ajax Chemicals, Sydney) or almond in compound with 0.2%, 0.4%, or 0.8% wt/vol sodium saccharin (Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO).
Experiment 2. The rats were divided into seven weightmatched groups (n = 8 per group). All groups were exposed to a solution containing 1% almond during the evening session on Day 1 and the morning session on Day 2. For two groups, the almond (A) was presented in compound with either 4% sucrose (Sue; A-Sue/Salt group) or 0.4% saccharin (Sacc; A-Sacc/Salt group); for two groups, the almond was presented in compound with 0.9% wt/vol sodium chloride (Ajax Chemicals, Sydney; A-Salt/Sue and A-Salt/Sacc groups); and for three groups (AJSucSalt, A/Sacc-Salt, and A/W), the almond was presented alone in water. All groups were given a second solution during the morning session on Day 1 and the evening session of Day 2: Two groups (A-Sue/Salt and A-Sacc/Salt) received a salt solution; two groups received sucrose (A-Salt/Sue group) or saccharin (A-Salt/Sacc group) solutions; two groups received a compound solution containing either sucrose and salt (A/Sue-Salt group) or saccharin and salt (A/Sacc-Salt group); and the final group (A/W) received plain water (W).
Test. On Day 3, rats in both experiments were tested for 10 min: One cylinder contained a solution of 1% almond and the other cylinder contained water. After 5 min, the position of each cylinder was reversed. The test data were converted into preference ratios consisting of almond intake over total intake.
Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed by means of planned contrasts for which the experiment-wise error rate (alpha) was set at .05 and controlled using the Bonferroni inequality procedure (Harris, 1994) . In Experiment 1, the planned contrasts tested for differences between (a) groups trained with almond and sucrose versus the group trained with almond alone, (b) groups trained with almond and saccharin versus the group trained with almond alone, and (c) groups trained with almond and sucrose versus those trained with almond and saccharin. Two more contrasts tested for linear trends across concentrations of sucrose and saccharin. For each contrast, critical F(1, 25) = 7.77. In Experiment 2, planned contrasts tested for differences between (a) the A-Sue/Salt and A-Sacc/Salt groups and between these groups and the A/W group; (b) the A-SallJSuc and A-Salt/Sacc groups and between these groups and the A/W group; and (c) the A/Salt-Suc and AJSalt-Sacc groups and between these groups and the A/W group, critical F(1, 49) = 7.56.
Results

Experiment 1
Intakes of the almond solution (with or without sucrose or saccharin) across the 2 training days were similar for each of the groups. Rats given almond alone consumed more on Day 1 than rats given almond in compound with either sucrose or saccharin, presumably because the rats presented with the compound were more neophobic of that solution. This trend was reversed on Day 2, as the rats given one of the compounds increased their intake of the more palatable solution. Thus, averaged across both days, the mean intakes were as follows: 8.2 ml for rats given almond alone; 11.0, 8.4, and 8.5 ml, for rats given a solution of almond in compound with 4%, 8%, or 16% sucrose; and 9.4, 7.6, and 5.9 ml, for rats given a solution of almond with 0.2%, 0.4%, or 0.8% saccharin. Statistical analysis revealed that there was no significant difference between the rats trained with almond alone and those groups trained with an almondsucrose compound, F(1, 25) = 3.12, nor was there evidence of a linear trend for consumption across increasing concentration of sucrose, F < 1. Similarly, there was no significant difference between rats trained with almond alone and those groups trained with the almond-saccharin compound, F < 1, and the linear trend across saccharin concentration was not significant, F(1, 25) = 5.02. Finally, the difference between rats trained with sucrose and those trained with saccharin did not reach significance, F(1, 25) = 5.38.
The mean consumption of almond and water on test by rats in each of the groups in Experiment 1 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 1 . It is clear that rats exposed to almond in compound with a sweet taste consumed more almond on test than rats trained with almond alone. Further, consumption of the almond appeared to be positively related to the concentration of the associated taste. Preference ratios for the rats in each of the groups are shown in the lower portion of Figure 1 .
The statistical analysis of the ratios revealed that control rats trained with almond alone (Group 0) exhibited significantly lower almond preferences than rats exposed to the almond in compound with either sucrose, F(1, 25) = 38.85, or saccharin, F(1, 25) = 16.00. The differences in almond preference between rats exposed to the almond-sucrose versus the almond-saccharin compound approached but did not reach statistical significance, F(1, 25) = 6.23. Finally, there was a significant linear trend across concentrations of sucrose (0% to 16%), F(1, 25) = 30.47, and of saccharin (0% to 0.8%), F(1, 25) = 15.22, confirming that the almond preference was positively related to the concentration of the associated taste.
Experiment 2
Across Days 1 and 2, the rats presented with the almond-sucrose compound consumed more of that solution than the rats given almond alone or in combination with salt or saccharin. The mean total intakes for each group were as follows: 21.0 ml for Group A-Sue/Salt, 14.0 ml for Group ence for the odor over water, whereas the groups trained with almond and sucrose in an unpaired fashion (Groups A-Salt/Sue and A/Salt-Sue) showed a preference for water over almond. The groups trained with almond alternating with saccharin (Groups A-Salt/Sacc, and AJSalt-Sacc) or with water (Group A/W) showed equal intakes of almond and water on test. These differences are reflected in the ratio data.
Statistical analysis of the ratio data confirmed that A-Sue/ Salt and A-Sacc/Salt groups were not different from one another, F < 1, but were significantly different from Group A/W, F(1, 49) = 7.86. A-Salt/Sue and A-Salt/Sacc groups were not significantly different from one another, F(1, 49) = 1.99, and were not different from Group A/W, F < 1. Further, A/Salt-Sue and A/Salt-Sacc groups were not significantly different from one another, F(1, 49) = 2.13, and the difference between these groups and Group A/W fell short of reaching statistical significance, F(1, 49) = 5.81. Figure 1 . Mean (_.+ SEM) intake on test of almond and water (top) and the mean ratio (---SEM) of almond intake over total intake (bottom) for each group of rats in Experiment 1. Prior to test, rats had been exposed twice to either almond alone (0), almond in compound with 4%, 8%, or 16% sucrose, or almond in compound with 0.2%, 0.4%, or 0.8% sodium saccharin.
A-Sacc/Salt, 15.9 ml for Group A-Salt/Suc, 18.25 ml for Group A-Salt/Sacc, 16.1 ml for Group A/Sue-Salt, 15.8 ml for Group A/Sacc-Salt, and 16.3 ml for Group A/W. Statistical analysis revealed that A-Suc/Salt and A-Sacc/Salt groups were significantly different from one another, F(1, 49) = 15.69, but were not different from Group A/W, F < 1. A-Salt/Sue and A-Salt/Sacc groups were not significantly different from one another, F(1, 49) = 1.81, and were not different from Group A/W, F < 1. Finally, A/Salt-Sue and AJSalt-Sacc groups were not significantly different from one another, nor were they different from Group A/W, F s < l .
The mean consumption of almond and water on test by rats in each of the groups in Experiment 2 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 2 . The groups trained with almond in compound with sucrose or saccharin showed a clear prefer-
Discussion
These experiments have confirmed that fluid-deprived rats learn about an aqueous odor (almond) presented in simultaneous compound with either sucrose or saccharin. Evidence for this learning was provided by the demonstration that such rats subsequently exhibited a preference for almond-scented water compared with plain water. Further, the magnitude of this almond preference was positively related to the concentration of its taste associate in the compound. These differences could not be attributed to a greater intake of, and therefore exposure to, almond during training because the rats given almond alone consumed as much of that solution during training as rats given almond in compound with sucrose or saccharin. Approximately equal preferences were exhibited by rats that had consumed a solution of the almond in compound with 4% sucrose or 0.4% saccharin, a result consistent with reports that sucrose and saccharin are isohedonic at these concentrations (Young & Trafton, 1964) . Finally, the odor preference was a specific consequence of that odor being presented in compound with sucrose or saccharin, and was not observed in rats exposed to the odor alone or in compound with salt when those exposures alternated with presentations of sucrose or saccharin.
Experiments 3 and 4
These experiments investigated the relative contributions of the sweet taste versus calories to the preference accruing to an odor associated with sucrose. The reasoning underlying the design of these experiments was that presentations of sucrose outside the odor-sucrose compound will reduce preference for the odor associated with sucrose. The first question of interest was whether this preference is also reduced by presentations of saccharin outside the odorsucrose compound. If the sweet taste of sucrose serves as the associate for the concomitantly presented odor, then separate presentations of saccharin should also reduce preference for that odor. In contrast, if the caloric value of sucrose serves as this associate, then separate presentations of saccharin will
Figure2. Mean ( +--SEM) intake on test of almond and water (top) and the mean ratio ( +. SEM) of
almond intake over total intake (bottom) for each group of rats in Experiment 2. Prior to test, rats had been exposed to either an almond-sucrose compound alternating with salt (A-Sue/Salt), an almond-saccharin compound alternating with salt (A-Sate/Salt), an almond-salt compound alternating with sucrose (A-Salt/Suc) or saccharin (A-Salt/Sacc), almond alone alternating with a sucrose-salt compound (A/Salt-Suc) or a saccharin-salt compound (AJSalt-Sacc), or almond alone alternating with water (A/W). fail to reduce preference for the odor associate of sucrose. The second question of interest was to determine whether the relative contributions of odor-taste versus odor-calorie associations differ between rats tested while hungry and rats tested while sated for food.
These experiments differed in terms of when rats were exposed to the sucrose or saccharin outside the odor-sucrose compound: Sucrose or saccharin exposures alternated with presentations of the odor-sucrose compound in Experiment 3, but preceded presentations of the compound in Experiment 4. Both experiments consisted of a 4 × 2 design where the first variable was groups and the second was deprivation state on test. Rats in three of the groups were exposed to the almond-sucrose compound (AS groups), whereas those in the fourth group received presentations of almond-scented water but were never given sucrose (Group A). This last group was included as a control to assess the rats' baseline levels of preference for almond. We believe this group represents a more conservative control than a group given separate presentations of almond and sucrose because the results of Experiment 2 suggested that rats in the latter group come to avoid the odor, whereas rats exposed to almond but not sucrose show neither a preference for, nor avoidance of, the odor. The three AS groups differed in terms of the taste presented outside the compound: This taste was salt (Group Salt/AS), sucrose (Group Suc/AS), or saccharin (Group Sacc/AS). The concentrations of sucrose and saccharin were 4% and 0.4%, respectively, selected on the basis of the results of Experiment 1. In each experiment, half of the rats from each group were food deprived before test, whereas the other half were maintained on ad-lib access to food. If the relative contributions of odor-taste versus odor--calorie associations differ between rats tested while hungry and rats tested while sated, then there should be less evidence that saccharin interferes with the conditioned preference among rats tested while food deprived than among rats maintained on ad-lib food.
Me~od Subjects and Apparatus
Each experiment used 64 experimentally naive male Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus; 350-450 g) obtained from the same source and housed in the same manner described for Experiments 1 and 2. Rats were trained and tested in the wooden drinking boxes with solutions containing 1% vol/vol almond essence, 4% wt/vol sucrose, 0.4% wt/vol saccharin, or 0.9% wt/vol sodium chloride. sucrose (Group Suc/AS), or saccharin (Group Sacc/AS). On Days 9 and 10, all rats were again placed into the chambers for 10 min, but on these occasions both cylinders contained a solution of either almond alone (Group A) or almond and sucrose (Salt/AS, Suc/AS, and Sacc/AS groups). On the evening of Day 10, food was removed from the home boxes of half of the rats in each group. The next day, the rats were tested in the manner described previously.
Statistical Analysis
In each experiment, the data from the preference ratios were analyzed by means of planned contrasts. The experiment-wise error rate was set at .05 and controlled using the Bonferroni inequality procedure (Harris, 1994) . In Experiment 3, planned contrasts tested for (a) the difference between Group A and the AS groups, (b) the difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Suc/AS, (c) the interaction between this difference and the effect of testing rats while food deprived versus with ad-lib food, (d) the difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Sacc/AS, and (e) the interaction between this difference and the effect of testing rats while food deprived versus with ad-lib food, critical F(1, 56) = 7.11. On the basis of the results of Experiment 3, the data from Experiment 4 were analyzed by testing the above five contrasts as well as two additional planned contrasts that compared Group Salt/AS and Group Sacc/AS separately for food-deprived rats and for rats maintained on ad-lib food. For these seven contrasts, critical F(1, 56) = 7.80.
Procedure
Rats were weighed and handled each day across 3 days, and they were allocated to four weight-matched groups (n = 16). They were then placed on the fluid deprivation schedule described for Experiments 1 and 2. Pelleted food was continuously available in the home boxes during training but was removed approximately 16 hr before the test for half of the rats in each of the groups in each experiment.
Experiment 3. Twice a day for 4 days rats were placed into the wooden drinking boxes for 10 min and allowed to drink from both cylinders. On one of these sessions each day (alternating between morning and afternoon) both cylinders contained plain water. During the other session, on 2 of the 4 days, both cylinders contained almond-scented water for rats in Group A or a solution of almond in compound with sucrose for those in the AS groups. On the other 2 days, rats in Group A received water, whereas those in the AS groups received a solution of salt (Group Salt/AS), sucrose (Group Suc/AS), or saccharin (Group Sacc/AS). Thus, across the eight training sessions, rats in Group A received two presentations of almond-scented water and six presentations of water, whereas those in Salt/AS, Suc/AS, and Sacc/AS groups each received two presentations of the almond-sucrose compound, four presentations of water, and two presentations of salt, sucrose, or saccharin, respectively. The order of compound (almond with sucrose) versus element (salt, sucrose, or saccharin) presentations was counterbalanced as either compound-element--element--compound or elementcompound-compound-element. On Day 5, rats were tested in the manner described previously. On the evening of Day 4, food was removed from the home boxes of half of the rats in each of the groups. Thus, half of the rats in Groups A, Salt/AS, Suc/AS, and Sacc/AS (n = 8) were tested while fluid deprived but with ad-lib food, whereas the remainder were tested while fluid and food deprived.
Experiment 4. Once a day for 8 days rats were placed into the wooden boxes for 10 min and allowed to drink from both cylinders, which contained plain water (Group A), salt (Group Salt/AS),
Results
Experiment 3
The intakes of the almond-sucrose compound during training differed between groups. On the final training exposure, Group Suc/AS drank the most (mean intake = 17.88 ml), followed by Group Sacc/AS (16.63 ml), and Group Salt/AS (13.88 ml). These differences were almost certainly due to differences in residual neophobia, with the rats given alternating exposures to sucrose (Group Suc/AS) showing the least neophobia, and rats given alternating exposures to salt (Group Salt/AS) showing the most neophobia. Despite these between-groups differences, they all drank more of the almond-sucrose compound than rats in Group A drank of the almond alone solution (their mean intake on the final exposure was 8.5 ml). These between-groups differences were confirmed by statistical analysis that showed that rats in Group A drank less than those in the other three groups, F(1, 56) = 51.51; rats in Group Salt/AS drank less than rats in Groups Suc/AS and Sacc/AS, F(1, 56) = 8.97, which did not differ from one another, F < 1.
The mean intake of the almond solution and water on test by rats in each of the groups in Experiment 3 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 3 . Preference ratios based on these intakes are shown in the lower portion of this figure. Inspection of these panels suggests that rats exposed to the almond in simultaneous compound with the sucrose (AS groups) exhibited a greater preference for the almond solution than rats exposed to the almond alone (Group A). Moreover, rats exposed to the sucrose outside of the compound (Group Suc/AS) exhibited a lower almond preference compared with rats presented with salt outside the compound (Group Salt/AS). This reduction in almond interaction between this comparison and the comparison between food-deprived rats and rats with ad-lib food F < 1, indicating that the difference between Groups Salt/AS and Suc/AS was equivalent whether the rats were tested while food deprived or with ad-lib food. Finally, although there was no significant difference between Group Salt/AS and Sacc/AS, F(1, 56) = 2.56, there was a significant interaction between this comparison and the contrast comparing fooddeprived and ad-lib rats, F(1, 56) = 7.88. This interaction confirms that there was a difference between Groups Salt/AS and Sacc/AS among rats tested with ad-lib food but not among rats tested while food deprived. This conclusion was supported by post hoc analysis, in which alpha was controlled using the Tukey procedure (Harris, 1994) . The difference between Groups Salt/AS and Sacc/AS among rats tested with ad-lib food was just significant at 0.141 (the critical value is 0.141), whereas the difference between these groups among rats tested while food deprived was not significant (0.038). Figure 3 . Mean (_+ SEM) intake on test of almond and water (top panels) and the mean ratio (-+ SEM) of almond intake over total intake (bottom panels) for each group of rats in Experiment 3. Rats had been exposed twice to either almond alone (A) or almond in compound with 4% sucrose (AS), while they were water deprived but not food deprived. These exposures were interpolated with presentations to either 0.9% salt, 4% sucrose (Suc), 0.4% saccharin (Sacc), or plain water (W). Rats were tested while water deprived, and either with ad-lib access to food or while food deprived (Dep).
preference was evident when rats in Group Suc/AS were tested while food deprived or with ad-lib food. Finally, inspection of the figures suggests that a reduction in almond preference was also shown by rats presented with saccharin outside the compound (Group Sacc/AS) when they were tested with ad-lib food but not when tested food deprived.
The statistical analyses of the ratio data confirmed these observations. There was a significant difference between the three AS groups and Group A, F(1, 56) = 84.18. The preference ratios were significantly higher for Group Salt/AS than for Group Suc/AS, F(1, 56) = 9.73. There was no
Experiment 4
There were slight differences between groups in their intakes of the almond-sucrose compound during training. On the final training exposure, Groups Sue/AS and Sate/AS drank similar amounts of the compound solution (mean intakes = 19.44 ml and 19.31 ml, respectively). Group Salt/AS drank slightly less (18.06 ml), probably because these rats had received less exposure to the sweet-tasting solutions. The three AS groups drank more of the almondsucrose compound than rats in Group A drank of the almond alone solution (their mean intake on the final exposure was 10.25 ml). The statistical analysis confirmed that this latter group drank less than rats in the three AS groups, F(1, 56) = 163.03, but that Group Salt/AS did not differ from Groups Suc/AS and Sacc/AS, F(1, 56) = 3.31, and these latter two groups did not differ from one another, F < 1.
The mean intake of almond and water on test by rats in each of the groups in Experiment 4 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 4 . Preference ratios based on these intakes are shown in the lower portion of this figure. Inspection of these panels suggests that the results of this experiment are similar to those of Experiment 2. Thus, rats exposed to the almond-sucrose compound (AS groups) showed a greater preference for the almond-scented water than rats exposed to the almond alone (Group A). Further, rats exposed to sucrose before exposure to the compound (Group Suc/AS) showed less almond preference than rats preexposed to salt (Group Salt/AS), and this reduction in almond preference was evident when rats in Group Sue/AS were tested food deprived or with ad-lib access to food. Finally, a decrease in almond preference was also observed among rats exposed to saccharin before exposure to the compound (Group Sate/ AS) when they were tested with ad-lib food but not when tested food deprived.
The statistical analyses of the ratios confirmed these observations. The ratios were significantly lower for rats in Group A than for the three AS groups, F(1, 56) = 11.90. The ratios were significantly higher for rats in Group Salt/AS
Discussion
The present experiments have shown that the preference accruing to the odor component of a simultaneous odorsucrose compound is reduced by separate presentations of sucrose. The reduction in odor preference was observed when presentations of the odor-sucrose compound had either alternated with (Experiment 3) or been preceded by (Experiment 4) presentations of sucrose. Moreover, the reduction was observed when the rats were tested either food deprived or with ad-lib access to food. Thus, separate presentations of the sucrose can be described as having blocked learning of the simultaneous relation between the odor and the sweet taste of sucrose as well as the successive relation between odor and the caloric consequences of sucrose ingestion.
These experiments have also revealed that the preference accruing to the odor associated with sucrose can be reduced by separate presentations of saccharin. In both experiments, rats that had been presented with saccharin outside the odor-sucrose compound exhibited a reduced odor preference when tested with ad-lib access to food but not when tested food deprived. Thus, separate presentations of the saccharin can be viewed as having blocked learning or performance of the simultaneous relation between the odor and the sweet taste of sucrose but not of the successive relation between ingestion of the compound and its caloric consequences. The ability of saccharin to substitute for sucrose in this manner may seem surprising, given differences in the taste properties of the two substances (Sclafani, 1991) . However, as argued here, if the odor preference is based on an association with the sweet taste US, then this component of the US is common to both sucrose and saccharin, and as such the two substances should be substitutable.
Figure4. Mean (_ SEM) intake on test of almond and water (top panels) and the mean ratio ( -SEA1) of almond intake over total intake (bottom panels) for each group of rats in Experiment 4. While water deprived, but not food deprived, rats were exposed eight times to water (W), 0.9% salt, 4% sucrose (Suc), or 0.4% saccharin (Sacc), after which they were exposed twice to either almond alone (A) or almond in compound with 4% sucrose (AS). Rats were tested while water deprived, and either with ad-lib access to food or while food deprived (Dep). than in Group Suc/AS, F(1, 56) = 31.15, and there was no interaction between this difference and the comparison between food-deprived and ad-lib rats, F < 1. The difference between Groups Salt/AS and Sacc/AS was not significant, F(1, 56) = 3.78, nor was the interaction between this comparison and that comparing food-deprived and ad-lib rats, F(1, 56) = 4.96. However, the difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Sacc/AS was significant for rats tested with ad-lib food, F(1, 56) = 8.70, but not for rats tested while food deprived, F < 1.
Experiment 5
The previous experiments showed that presentations of sucrose outside an almond-sucrose compound reduced the preference for almond whether rats were tested while food deprived or with ad-lib access to food. These experiments also showed that presentations of saccharin outside the almond-sucrose compound reduced the acquired preference for almond, but this was only observed when rats were tested with ad-lib food--there was no evidence that saccharin presentation affected almond preference if the rats were food deprived before test. This experiment had two aims. The first aim was to determine whether the effects observed in Experiments 3 and 4 could be replicated using a different odor (vanilla) paired with sucrose (VS). The second aim was to investigate the effect of salt versus sucrose versus saccharin preexposure on rats' preference for almond when that odor had not been paired with sucrose. The experiment used a 3 × 2 design. All rats were trained with exposures to a vanilla-sucrose compound alternating with exposures to almond alone. Prior to training, the rats had been preexposed to salt or sucrose or saccharin (Factor 1). After training, the rats were tested, either food deprived or with ad-lib access to food (Factor 2), for their preference for vanilla versus water and for their preference for almond versus water.
Me~od Subjects and Apparatus
Forty-eight experimentally naive male Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus; 370-460 g) were obtained from the same source and housed in the same manner described for Experiments 1 and 2. Rats were trained and tested in the wooden drinking boxes with solutions containing 1% vol/vol almond essence, 2% vol/vol vanilla essence (Queen, Sydney), 4% wt/vol sucrose, 0.4% wt/vol saccharin, or 0.9% wt/vol sodium chloride.
Procedure
Rats were weighed and handled each day across 3 days and allocated to three weight-matched groups (n = 16). They were then placed on the fluid deprivation schedule described for Experiments 1 and 2. Pelleted food was continuously available in the home boxes during training but was removed approximately 16 hr before the test for half of the rats in each of the groups.
Once a day for 8 days rats were placed into the wooden boxes for I0 min and allowed to drink from both cylinders, which contained salt (Group Salt/VS), sucrose (Group Suc/VS), or saccharin (Group Sacc/VS) solutions. On Days 9 to 12, all rats were again placed into the chambers for 10 min. On Days 9 and 12, both cylinders contained a solution of vanilla and sucrose, and on Days 10 and 11, both cylinders contained a solution of almond alone. On the evening of Day 12, food was removed from the home boxes of half of the rats in each group. On Day 13, the rats were tested for their preference for vanilla versus water in the manner described previously. On the evening of Day 13, food was put back on the boxes of the rats previously food deprived, and it was removed from the boxes of the other rats. On Day 14, rats were tested for their preference for almond versus water.
Statistical Analysis
The data from the preference ratios for each test were analyzed by means of planned contrasts that tested for (a) the difference between Group Salt/VS and Group Suc/VS, (b) the interaction between this difference and the effect of testing rats food deprived versus with ad-lib food, (c) the difference between Group Salt/VS and Group Sacc/VS, and (d) the interaction between this difference and the effect of testing rats food deprived versus with ad-lib food. As for Experiment 4, two additional contrasts compared Group Salt/VS and Group Sacc/VS separately for food-deprived rats and for rats maintained on ad-lib food. The experiment-wise error rate was set at .05 and controlled using the Bonferroni inequality procedure (Harris, 1994) . For these six contrasts, critical F(1, 42) = 7.67. analysis revealed that rats preexposed to sucrose or saccharin did not differ from one another, F(1, 42) = 1.93, but were different from rats preexposed to salt, F(1, 42) = 60.90. In contrast, the three groups differed little in their intake of almond during training: Mean intakes during the second training session for each group were 7.1 ml (Group Suc/VS), 8.0 ml (Group Sacc/VS), and 7.9 ml (Group Salt/VS). Statistical analysis revealed that Groups Suc/VS and Sacc/VS were not significantly different from one another, F(1, 42) = 2.97, and they did not differ from Group Salt/VS, F < 1.
The mean intake of vanilla and water on Test 1, and of almond and water on Test 2, by rats in each of the groups in Experiment 5 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 5 . Preference ratios based on these intakes are shown in the lower portion of this figure. Inspection of the figure suggests that the results of the vanilla test in this experiment are similar to those for almond in Experiments 3 and 4. That is, rats exposed to sucrose before exposure to the compound (Group Suc/VS) showed less vanilla preference than rats preexposed to salt (Group Salt/VS), and this reduction in vanilla preference was evident when rats in Group Suc/VS were tested while food deprived or with ad-lib access to food. Moreover, a decrease in vanilla preference was also observed among rats exposed to saccharin before exposure to the compound (Group Sacc/VS) when they were tested with ad-lib food but not when tested food deprived. The statistical analyses of the ratios confirmed these observations. When tested with vanilla, the ratios were significantly higher for rats in Group Salt/VS than in Group Suc/VS, F(1, 42) = 19.86, and there was no interaction between this difference and the comparison between food-deprived rats and ad-lib rats, F(1, 42) = 1.33. There was a significant difference between Groups Salt/VS and Sacc/VS, F(1, 42) = 7.10, and the interaction between this comparison and that comparing food-deprived and ad-lib rats fell short of statistical significance, F(1, 42) = 3.52. However, the difference between Group Salt/VS and Group Sacc/VS was significant for rats tested with ad-lib food, F(1, 42) = 10.31, but not for rats tested while food deprived, F < 1.
On the second test, all groups tended to avoid the almond, showing preference ratios below 0.5. Rats preexposed to sucrose (Suc/VS) showed the lowest preference, whether tested hungry or with ad-lib food, although the statistical analysis revealed that the difference between these rats and those preexposed to salt (Salt/VS) fell short of significance, F(1, 42) = 4.26. There was little difference between the rats preexposed to saccharin (Sacc/VS) and those preexposed to salt, F(1, 42) = 1.24, and there were no Group × Deprivation State interactions, Fs < 1.
Results
The intake of the vanilla-sucrose solution across the two training sessions differed between groups. On the second training session, rats that had been preexposed to sucrose consumed more of the vanilla-sucrose solution (mean total intake = 16.5 ml) than rats preexposed to saccharin (14.8 ml) or salt (7.4 ml). These differences presumably reflect differences in neophobic reaction to the sucrose. Statistical
Discussion
Experiment 5 had two objectives. The first was to determine whether the results obtained with almond in Experiments 3 and 4 could be replicated using a different odor (vanilla). This objective was fulfilled, thus extending the generality of our previous findings. Specifically, the present experiment showed that (a) the preference that accrues to vanilla when that odor is presented in compound with sucrose is reduced Figure 5 . Mean (---SEM) intake of vanilla and water on Test 1, or almond and water on Test 2 (top panels), and the mean ratio (___ SEM) of odor intake over total intake (bottom panels) for each group of rats in Experiment 5. While water deprived, but not food deprived, rats were exposed eight times to water (W.), 0.9% salt, 4% sucrose (Suc), or 0.4% saccharin (Sacc), after which they were exposed twice to almond alone and vanilla in compound with 4% sucrose. Rats were tested while water deprived, and either with ad-lib access to food or while food deprived (Dep).
by separate presentations of sucrose, and this effect is observed when rats are tested either while food deprived or with ad-lib access to food, and (b) the preference for vanilla can also be reduced by separate presentations of saccharin, but this is not observed if rats are food deprived before test.
The second objective of this experiment was to investigate the effect of preexposure to sucrose or saccharin on rats' preference for almond when that odor is not presented in compound with sucrose. All groups in this experiment appeared to show some avoidance of the almond on test (the preference ratios were below the 0.5 level observed for control rats in the previous experiments). However, though not statistically significant, preexposure to sucrose appeared to enhance this avoidance. A similar avoidance of almond was observed among rats exposed to almond alternating with sucrose in Experiment 2. Presumably, under these circumstances, rats learn that almond occurs in the absence of the attractive sucrose, creating a negative contrast effect that leads to avoidance of the almond (see Flaherty, 1982) . This would explain the increased avoidance of almond shown by rats preexposed to sucrose in this experiment--for these rats, the expectation of sucrose would have been greater than for the other groups, thus increasing the negative contrast with almond. However, it is important to note that preexposure to saccharin did not have the same effect on almond preference. That is, unlike sucrose, preex-posure to saccharin did not reduce the rats' preference for almond, even though it did reduce their preference for vanilla. The prior presentations of saccharin exerted an effect that was specific to (a) the odor presented in compound with sucrose, and (b) rats tested with ad-lib access to food. Therefore, preexposure to saccharin was selective in blocking learning or performance of the simultaneous relation between the odor and the sweet taste of sucrose.
(Group Salt/AS), sucrose (Group Suc/AS), or saccharin (Group Sacc/AS). On Days 13-16, rats were exposed to the drinking boxes for 10 min each day, but both drinking cylinders contained either almond-scented water (Group A) or an almond-sucrose compound (Groups AS). On the evening of Day 16, the water bottles were removed from the boxes of all rats in both experiments, and food was removed from the boxes of half the rats in each group. On Day 17, rats in each experiment were tested in the manner described previously.
Experiments 6 and 7
The previous experiments manipulated the deprivation state (food deprived versus ad-lib access to food) on test to reveal what rats had learned about a simultaneous compound composed of almond and sucrose when trained thirsty. These experiments manipulated deprivation state during training to investigate the role of hunger in regulating what is learned about the odor-sucrose compound. Accordingly, rats in these experiments were not fluid deprived during training in order to avoid the latent hunger that results from periods of fluid deprivation (Rolls & McFarland, 1973) . These experiments used the same design as Experiment 4 where rats in three groups (Salt/AS, Suc/AS, and Sacc/AS) were exposed to a tastant (salt, sucrose, or saccharin, respectively) before presentations of the almond-sucrose compound, and those in Group A received water in advance of presentations of almond-scented water. However, in these experiments, the rats were trained either with ad-lib access to water but food deprived (Experiment 6) or with ad-lib access to both food and water (Experiment 7). In each experiment, the test was identical to that used previously such that half of the rats in each of the groups were both fluid and food deprived, whereas the remainder were tested while fluid deprived but with ad-lib access to food.
Me~od Subjects and Apparatus
In each experiment, there were 64 experimentally naive male Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus; 340--460 g). They were obtained from the same source and housed in the same manner as described for Experiments 1 and 2. Rats were trained and tested in the wooden drinking boxes with the same solutions used in Experiments 3 and 4.
Procedure
Rats were weighed and handled each day across 3 days and then allocated to four weight-matched groups (n = 16) in each experiment. In Experiment 6, water was continuously available in the home boxes, whereas pelleted food was made available for 2 hr each evening across training. In Experiment 7, both water and pelleted food were continuously available in the home boxes across training. Because the rats were not thirsty, they took longer to learn to drink in the experimental chambers than in the previous experiments. Therefore, the number of preexposure trials was increased from 8 to 12, and the number of compound trials was increased from 2 to 4. On Days 1-12, rats were exposed to the wooden drinking boxes for 10 rnin each day and allowed to drink from both cylinders, which contained plain water (Group A), salt
Statistical Analysis
The preference ratios were analyzed by means of planned contrasts, as were those in Experiment 4; for the contrasts, critical F(1, 56) = 7.80 (Harris, 1994) .
Results
Experiment 6
Rats in Suc/AS and Sacc/AS groups drank more of the almond-sucrose compound than did rats in Group Salt/AS across the first three training trials (Days 13 -15). This difference had all but disappeared by the fourth trial (Day 16) when the intakes were 20.8 ml for Group Suc/AS, 23.0 ml for Group Sacc/AS, and 19.4 ml for Group Salt/AS. The intake of the almond-sucrose compound for these groups was greater than the intake of almond-scented water by rats in Group A, which on the fourth trial was 1.5 ml. Statistical analysis revealed that rats in Group A consumed less than the other three groups, F(1, 56) = 702.57, and rats in Group Salt/AS consumed less than rats in Groups Suc/AS and Sacc/AS, F(1, 56) = 10.46, which were not significantly different from one another, F(1, 56) = 5.86.
The mean intakes of almond and water by rats in each of the groups on test in Experiment 6 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 6 . Preference ratios based on these intakes are shown in the lower portion of this figure. Rats in Group A showed lower preferences for almond than did rats in the AS groups. Among rats tested with ad-lib food, the preference shown by rats in Group Salt/AS was higher than shown by rats in Groups Suc/AS and Sacc/AS. In contrast, among the rats tested while food deprived, only rats in Group Suc/AS showed a lower preference than rats in Group Salt/AS, with rats in Group Sate/AS showing a high almond preference.
The statistical analyses on the ratio data confirmed these observations. The ratio for Group A was lower than for the three AS groups, F(1, 56) = 78.36. The ratio for Group Salt/AS was significantly higher than for Group Suc/AS, F(1, 56) = 16.70, and there was no interaction between this comparison and that between rats tested with ad-lib food and rats tested while food deprived, F < 1. There was a significant difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Sacc/AS, F(1, 56) = 16.29, and there was a significant interaction between this comparison and that between rats tested with ad-lib food and rats tested food deprived, F(1, 56) = 8.92. The source of this interaction was identified as a significant difference between Groups Salt/AS and Sacc/AS among rats tested with ad-lib food, F(1, 56) = 24.65, whereas there was no such difference among fooddeprived rats, F < 1.
A consumed less than rats in the other three groups, F(1, 56) = 693.76. The difference between rats in Groups Suc/AS and Sacc/AS just failed to reach statistical significance, F(1, 56) = 7.11, and these groups were not different from Group Salt/AS, F(1, 56) = 2.69.
The mean intakes of almond and water on test by rats in each of the groups of Experiment 7 are shown in the upper portion of Figure 7 . Preference ratios on the basis of these intakes are shown in the lower portion of this figure. Inspection of the figure suggests that rats in Group Salt/AS exhibited a greater preference for almond than those in Groups Sacc/AS and Suc/AS, whose preferences were Figure 6 . Mean (--. SEM) intake on test of almond and water (top panels) and the mean ratio (---SEM) of almond intake over total intake (bottom panels) for each group of rats in Experiment 6. Rats with ad-lib access to water but food deprived were exposed 12 times to water (W), 0.9% salt, 4% sucrose (Suc), or 0.4% saccharin (Sacc), after which they were exposed four times to either almond alone (A) or almond in compound with 4% sucrose (AS). Rats were tested while water deprived and either with ad-lib access to food or while food deprived (Dep).
Experiment 7
Across the first three.training trials (Days 13-15), rats in Groups Suc/AS and Sacc/AS drank more of the almondsucrose compound than did rats in Group Salt/AS. This difference was no longer apparent by the fourth trial, when the intakes for each group were 17.9 ml for Group Suc/AS, 19.9 ml for Group Sacc/AS, and 17.9 ml for Group Salt/AS. These intakes were much greater than the intake of almondscented water by rats in Group A, which on the fourth trial was 2.9 ml. Statistical analysis confirmed that rats in Group Figure 7 . Mean (__-SEM) intake on test of almond and water (top panels) and the mean ratio (+-. SEM) of almond intake over total intake (bottom panels) for each group of rats in Experiment 7. Rats with ad-lib access to food and water were exposed 12 times to water (W), 0.9% salt, 4% sucrose (Suc), or 0.4% saccharin (Sacc), after which they were exposed four times to either almond alone (A) or almond in compound with 4% sucrose (AS). Rats were tested while water deprived and either with ad-lib access to food or while food deprived (Dep). similar to each other and slightly greater than the preferences shown by rats in Group A. This ordering of preferences and their absolute values did not appear to have been affected by whether the rats were tested with ad-lib access to food or food deprived.
The statistical analysis on the ratio data confirmed these observations. There was a significant difference between the three AS groups and Group A, F(1, 56) = 37.98. There was a significant difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Suc/AS, F(1, 56) = 41.54, and there was no interaction between this comparison and that between food-deprived and ad-lib rats, F(1, 56) < 1. Further, there was a significant difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Sacc/AS, F(1, 56) = 22.30, but there was no interaction between this comparison and the contrast comparing food-deprived and ad-lib rats, F(1, 56) < 1. The absence of an interaction was confirmed by the fact that there was a significant difference between Group Salt/AS and Group Sacc/AS among both food-deprived rats and rats with ad-lib food, F(1, 56) = 11.95 and 10.37, respectively.
Discussion
As in Experiment 4, the present experiments have shown that the conditioned preference for almond was blocked if rats were exposed to sucrose before training with almond and sucrose. Moreover, saccharin again substituted for sucrose in producing this effect among rats tested while on ad-lib access to food. The important finding in the present experiments relates to the difference between Experiments 6 and 7 in the effect of preexposure to saccharin. Specifically, preexposure to saccharin blocked the acquired preference among rats tested while food deprived in Experiment 7 but not in Experiment 6. The fact that saccharin did not block the conditioned preference among rats tested hungry in Experiment 6 is consistent with the results of Experiments 3 and 4 and suggests that rats in these three experiments had learned the association between the odor and calories and displayed a preference based on this association if tested while hungry. However, the fact that saccharin did block the preference among rats tested hungry in Experiment 7 suggests that these rats had not learned the odor--calorie association. The key difference between Experiment 7 and the other experiments is that the rats in Experiment 7 were maintained with ad-lib access to both food and water throughout training, whereas rats in the other experiments were either food or water deprived during training. This supports the argument that rats will only learn about the association between the odor and calories if they experience some level of hunger during training. That is, the rats in Experiments 3-6 would have learned the association between the odor and calories because they were hungry because they were either food deprived or water deprived. Rats in Experiment 7, however, failed to learn about the odor-calorie association because they were not hungry, being neither food nor water deprived.
General Discussion
These experiments have confirmed that rats acquire a preference for an odor that has been presented in simultaneous compound with either sucrose or saccharin. The novel findings from these experiments are as follows: (a) exposure to sucrose alone, either before presentation of the odorsucrose compound or alternating with those presentations, reduces the conditioned odor preference, and this occurs irrespective of the rats' deprivational state during training or test; Co) exposure to saccharin alone, either before presentation of the odor-sucrose compound or alternating with those presentations, also reduces the conditioned odor preference; but (c) exposure to saccharin before or alternating with odor-sucrose presentations has no effect on the conditioned odor preference if the rats are hungry during both training and test.
Although it can be safely assumed that the preference acquired for an odor presented in compound with saccharin is based on an association between the odor and the attractive taste of the saccharin, until now it has been ambiguous as to the basis of the preference for an odor associated with sucrose. The ambiguity existed because sucrose has both an attractive taste and caloric value, and each of these properties alone is sufficient to establish a conditioned preference. Demonstrations that food deprivation enhances the preference for an odor associate of sucrose suggest that this preference among hungry rats involves an association between the odor and calories (Capaldi et al., 1994; Fedorchak & Bolles, 1987) . However, it was unclear whether an odor-taste association made any contribution to the odor preference among hungry rats, and conversely it remained to be shown whether an odor--calorie association contributes at all to the odor preference among rats tested while sated for food.
The current findings resolve these ambiguities. First, we have shown that separate presentations of sucrose, either before exposures to the odor-sucrose compound or alternating with those exposures, blocks the acquired odor preference. Contemporary learning theories (e.g., Miller & Matzel, 1988; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981) explain the blocking of CS-US associations by prior training with the US, or alternating exposures to the US in the absence of the CS, by assuming that presentations of the US alone increase conditioning to the background context. This increased association between the context and the US either blocks subsequent learning between the target CS and US (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981) or else disrupts performance to the target CS on test (Miller & Matzel, 1988) . Thus, in the present experiments, rats preexposed to sucrose in the training chamber, or exposed to sucrose between presentations of the almond-sucrose compound, would have formed a strong association between the context and sucrose. This context-sucrose association would have blocked learning of the odor-sucrose association or disrupted expression of the preference based on that association. This conclusion is consistent with Holder's (1991) demonstration that rats fail to acquire a preference for an odor presented in compound with sucrose if that compound also contains a taste that has previously been associated with sucrose. The important aspect of our present findings is that saccharin substituted for sucrose in blocking the acquired preference for the odor associate of sucrose if the rats were either trained or tested in the absence of hunger. This stimulus substitution indicates that these rats responded to saccharin and sucrose as equivalent USs with regard to the acquisition of the odor preference. In other words, it was the sweet taste of sucrose (which is mimicked by saccharin), and not its caloric value (which saccharin does not possess), that was responsible for the acquired odor preference. The fact that presentations of saccharin were as effective as presentations of sucrose in blocking the odor preference indicates that caloric value did not contribute at all to the odor preference among rats trained or tested while sated for food.
In contrast to the results described above, we also found that presentations of saccharin before, or alternating with, exposure to the almond-sucrose compound had no detectable effect on the conditioned odor preference among rats trained and tested while food deprived. This was not because the odor preference among these rats was insensitive to manipulation of the CS-US contingency: Alternating exposures to sucrose reduced the odor preference, and preexposure to sucrose blocked that preference. Therefore, saccharin did not substitute for sucrose at all among rats trained and tested while food deprived. Fedorchak and Bolles (1987) argued that the preference shown by hungry rats for an odor associate of sucrose is based on an association between the odor and calories. In this regard, it is not surprising that saccharin does not substitute for the calories provided by sucrose. Further, consistent with the findings reported by Capaldi et al. (1994) , our findings show that hunger regulates both the acquisition and expression of the conditioned odor preference. Rats that were not deprived during training learned the association between the odor and the sweet taste of sucrose but failed to learn an association between the odor and caloric value of the sucrose. In contrast, rats that were hungry during training, either because they were food deprived or water deprived, learned both the odor-taste and odor-calorie associations. Thus, a state of hunger during training was necessary for the rats to learn that the odor was a signal for calories. The present results also show that hunger is necessary for rats to express a preference based on an association between the odor and calories. Specifically, only rats that were food deprived before test displayed a conditioned odor preference that was based on an association between the odor and calories. Indeed, hunger converted the conditioned preference into one based solely on an odor-calorie association: The odor-taste association did not contribute at all to the preference shown by rats trained and tested hungry, as revealed by saccharin failing to produce any evidence for blocking in these rats. Thus, the rats' odor preferences were based solely on an odor-taste association if the rats were not hungry, but those preferences were based solely on an odor-calorie association if the rats were hungry.
The present experiments did not confirm previous reports that food deprivation prior to test increases rats' preferences for an odor associated with sucrose (e.g., Capaldi et al., 1994; Holder, 1991; Fedorchak & Bolles, 1987) . The failure to observe such an effect in our study may have occurred because we used a relatively low concentration of sucrose (4%) compared to that used in other studies (8% for the studies by Capaldi et al., 1994; and Fedorchak & Bolles, 1987) . However, Holder (1991) reported an effect of food deprivation when rats were trained with 3.6% sucrose. Alternatively, the effect of food deprivation may depend on the use of a two-bottle test where rats are presented with a choice between an odor associated with sucrose and an odor negatively correlated with sucrose. In our experiments, rats were only ever tested for a choice between an odor and plain water, whereas the studies that report an effect of food deprivation on odor preference tested rats with a choice between two odor solutions: One odor had been associated with sucrose and the other had been explicitly "unpaired" (i.e., negatively correlated) with sucrose. In Experiments 2 and 5 of this article, rats that had been exposed to an odor negatively correlated with presentation of sucrose appeared to avoid that odor when tested for a choice between it and water. Therefore, testing rats for a choice between an odor associated with sucrose versus an odor negatively correlated with sucrose may reflect both a preference for the former odor and an avoidance of the latter. In contrast, testing rats with a choice between an odor associated with sucrose versus water, as we have done here, would only reflect the rats' odor preference.
Our conclusion that rats must be hungry in order to learn an odor-calorie association and to express that association in a preference is inconsistent with some previously published findings. For example, Fedorchak and Bolles (1987) reported that rats with ad-lib access to food and water acquired a preference for an odor associated with ethanol. Because the taste of ethanol is aversive to rats, they concluded that the preference was mediated by an association between the odor and calories. This would mean that rats do acquire preferences based on calories even if they are not hungry. This conclusion is further supported by findings obtained in Sclafani's laboratory, in which rats acquired preferences for flavors paired with intragastric infusions of caloric substances without being explicitly food deprived during training or test (Lucas, Azzara, & Sclafani, 1998; Prrez, Lucas, & Sclafani, 1998; Sclafani & Nissenbaum, 1988) .
There are several procedural differences that may account for the discrepancy between our results and those described above. First, the caloric density used in our experiments is lower than that typically used in studies of flavor-calorie learning. Thus, when rats consume foods with high caloric density, they may learn flavor-calorie associations and express those associations in performance even when they are not hungry. Second, our rats were exposed to the odor-sucrose solutions for 10 min during the daytime, whereas other studies have given rats ovemight access to the flavored solutions (e.g., Fedorchak & Bolles, 1987; Sclafani & Nissenbaum, 1988) . Thus, rats in these other studies would have been exposed to the flavor-calorie associations during their normal feeding times and, as such, may have been sufficiently hungry to learn that association. In this regard, the results from Experiments 3, 4, and 5 are relevant: These experiments showed that rats do not need to be explicitly food deprived in order to learn an odor-calorie association, because hunger induced by water deprivation was sufficient to enable rats to learn the odor-calorie association. Finally, we trained rats with sucrose, which, as we have argued here, is composed of two USs, a sweet taste and calories, whereas other studies (e.g., Lucas et al., 1998; Prrez et al., 1998; Sclafani & Nissenbaum, 1988) have trained rats by pairing a flavor with a "pure" calorie US (e.g., intragastric infusion of polycose). Thus, in our experiments, the taste and calorie components of the sucrose may have competed for association with the odor (cf. Rescorla, 1980) . Therefore, when rats in Experiment 7 were trained without any hunger, the salience of the caloric US may have been so low as to be completely overshadowed by the taste US, thus preventing those rats from learning the odorcalorie association. In contrast, rats could learn an odorcalorie association either if they were made hungry during training (thereby increasing the incentive salience of the caloric US) or if that US were the only one available for association with the flavor CS.
In the present experiments, the fact that saccharin failed to affect the conditioned preference among rats trained and tested hungry also suggests that the link between the odor and calories did not involve a second-order association between the odor and sweet taste. If the odor and calories were linked through a common association with the taste, then exposure to saccharin should have reduced this by undermining both the odor-taste association and the tastecalorie association. The fact that rats exposed to saccharin either before or between presentations of the almondsucrose compound displayed as strong a preference for the almond as rats exposed to salt suggests that the former rats had acquired a direct association between the almond odor and the caloric value of the sucrose. Unfortunately, the present results do not rule out completely the possibility that a second-order association between the odor and taste mediated the link between the odor and calories among the rats exposed to salt before or between presentations of the almond-sucrose compound. This is because an association between the taste and calories might be expected to overshadow the direct association between the odor and calories (but see Holder, 1991 , for evidence that tastes and odors do not overshadow one another as CSs associated with sucrose). Therefore, exposure to saccharin would undermine the taste-calorie association and thereby reduce overshadowing of the odor-calorie association. In other words, any detrimental effect that exposure to saccharin would have on the second-order associative link between the odor and taste, and the taste and calories, would be counteracted by the beneficial effect of that exposure in reducing overshadowing of the direct odor-calorie association. Thus, the failure to observe an effect of saccharin exposure on the calorie-based odor preference in food-deprived rats does not necessarily constitute evidence that the link between the odor and calories is not mediated through a common link with the taste of sucrose. Nonetheless, we can conclude that the odor preference among rats exposed to saccharin and tested while food deprived did involve a direct odor-calorie association.
In conclusion, we have confirmed that rats acquire a preference for an odor associate of sucrose or saccharin, and that the preference for the odor associate of sucrose is sensitive to the contingent relation between the odor and sucrose. We have also shown that saccharin, like sucrose, presented before or between exposures to the odor-sucrose compound disrupts the acquired odor preference among rats trained or tested with ad-lib access to food, but unlike sucrose, exposure to saccharin does not affect odor preference among rats trained and tested while hungry. We interpret this result as showing that rats' preference for an odor presented in compound with sucrose is based solely on an association between the odor and attractive taste of sucrose if the rats are not food deprived, but the preference among food-deprived rats is based exclusively on an association between the odor and calories.
